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Ready! Fight! is a roleplaying game with a single purpose: to 

replicate the experience of side-scrolling fighting games. It’s meant to be generic, 
not adhering to any particular game, and giving just enough information for 
house rules to expand on any one element to recreate your favorite game. 

What’s more, it can be run with or without a GM.

Enjoy!

Game Design by Ryan M. Danks
Art by Erik Battle
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Fighting Basics
Every fighter has access to the basic attacks, defenses and maneuvers, and 

possess the two status bars.

Rolling
On your round, gather 2d6 and divide them between attack and defense as 

you see fit. Add any bonus dice that apply to your stated actions and roll to 
attack (if any dice were allocated there). Your opponent rolls their defensive dice 
and compares the result to yours. If the attack die was higher, deal damage 
based on the type of attack used. If the defensive die was higher, apply the effect 
of the defensive action. Hold your defensive dice for your opponent’s attack.

Attacks
• Light: 2 Damage, combo on a successful roll of 4+.
• Heavy: 4 damage, combo on a successful roll of 6+.
• Throw: 4 damage, ignores blocks, cannot combo, countered on 5+.

Defenses
• Evasion: Successful roll avoids all damage. Execute a counter attack on 

6+.
• Block: After a hit has landed on you, roll your defensive dice again, less 

any bonus dice for Evasion. If you are successful, take 1/2 damage.

Maneuvers
Combo: When you successfully hit your opponent (they failed to evade or 

block) and the result falls within the combo range of your attack, you start a 
combo. Add +1 to your damage and roll 1d6. If this die turns up 4+, add another 
+1 damage and keep rolling until you fail. Opponents roll 1d6 every time you 
succeed on a combo die. If they score a 5+, they break your combo, ending it 
immediately. On a 6+, they perform a counter.
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Counter: When a defender scores a counter while breaking a combo or on a 
successful defense roll, the attacker immediately takes 4 unavoidable, 
unblockable damage.

Finishing Move: After an opponent is K.O.’d on the final round (you won 
the bout), you can finish them off using your Finishing Move. Roll 1d6. 1-3 = 
Fail, 4-5 = Success (+1 VP), 6+ = Extraordinary Success (+2 VPs).

Taunt: In place of an attack, roll 4+ to gain a bonus die on your next action.

Meters
Two meters gauge how a fighter is faring in the bout.

Health Meter
Every fighter has 20 health. Once it’s gone, they’re K.O.’d. Some special 

moves might heal the health meter, but nothing can extend it beyond 20 points.

Special Meter
Each fighter has an empty Special Meter rated at their highest special move 

rating. Every time a character successfully attacks their opponent for full 
damage, fill the meter with 1 hit (+1 if successfully starting a combo or executed 
a throw). Power special moves by subtracting the number of Special Move 
elements they possess from the Special Meter’s current hits.
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Training Your Fighter
To create your fighter, come up with a name and choose a Distinctive 

Quality.

Distinctive Qualities
• Fast: +1d6 to Light Attacks.
• Powerful: +1d6 to Heavy Attacks.
• Tough: +1d6 to Blocks.

Then, name your Fighting Style and select a quality for it from below.

Style Qualities
• Aggressive: +1 damage when an opponent successfully blocks.
• Defensive: You can counter on a blocking result of 6+.
• Unbalancing: +1d6 on throws.

The above selections never change, and you can’t make additional selections 
with Victory Points.

Now, select an Advanced Technique and a Special Move.

Advanced Techniques
• Counter Fighter: +1 to counter range (4-6 against Throws, 5-6 against 

Light or Heavy Attacks).
• Drilling Practice: +1d6 when rolling to continue a combo.
• Feinting: +1d6 when Taunting. A successful Taunt grants +2d6.
• Grappler: Your throws can combo (6+). Follow normal combo rules to 

continue the combo (4-6 to continue, etc.).
• Great Footwork: +1d6 to Evasion rolls.
• Interception: +1d6 to combo breaking rolls.
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Finally, select a Special Move element. Decide whether a special move 
applies to a Light Attack, Heavy Attack or Finishing Move when purchased 
(some don’t give you a choice). As you gain Victory Points, you can add an 
element to an existing move or create a new one.

Special Move Elements
• Accurate: +1d6 to attack with the move.
• Additional Finisher: This second Finishing Move grants +1 VP for 

executing it (in addition to the Finishing bonus scored on the roll, 
provided it was successful), and your first Finishing Move gains a +1d6 
bonus.

• Devastating: +1 damage with the move.
• Ranged: The attack is made at range (it cannot be countered).
• Stunning Blow: If you deal full damage, stun your opponent (they roll 4+ 

or skip their next turn).
• Super Combo: +1 to combo range (to establish the combo only).
• Unblockable: Cannot be blocked.
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Stages
Every player builds a single stage by selecting two of the following elements. 

(Write them down on an index card or something else your can shuffle.)
Stage elements affect a character in the defined method whenever a player 

who isn’t taking part in the current battle spends a Victory Point to invoke it. 
(See Victory Points below.)

Stage Elements
• Tight Space: +1d6 Evasion, take the worst result.
• Destructible: +1 damage on a successful Heavy Attack.
• Precarious Ledge: +1d6 to Finishing Move, but −1 VP from the result.
• Dangerous: Stage makes a Heavy Attack against one fighter (both for 2 

VPs).
• Audience: +1d6 to Taunt rolls, but −2 to the next roll by a player who 

failed to Taunt.
• Additional Area: (Requires Destructible) After Destructible has been 

invoked, apply two new stage elements (chosen when the stage is built).

Before a battle takes place, shuffle the stages and one person not involved in 
the bout randomly select one.
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Winning
Every fight is two rounds, three if a tie-breaker is necessary. Winning rounds 

grants you Victory Points.

Victory Points
You gain 1 VP for every round you win. If you win a round without 

sustaining any damage, add +1 VP for a flawless victory.
You can spend a VP to dictate how the stage reacts during other players’s 

matches (that you don’t take part in), or to negate the use of another players’s 
VP expenditure (whether you’re in the match or not).

Progression
Victory points are also used for character improvement. When you have 

gained 5 VP, you can add an Advanced Technique. When you have gained 10 
VP, you can add a Special Move Element (a new move or an add-on to a 
preexisting one). You don’t spend VP to progress your character, it happens 
automatically when you have reached the appropriate amount over the life of the 
character.

For long games, add 10 to the VP amount above (advanced techniques at 5, 
15, 25, etc., and special moves at 10, 20, 30, etc.)
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Fighter Stats
Name:
Distinctive Quality:
Fighting Style:
Special Move:
Finishing Move:

Health Meter:
Special Meter:
Victory Points: Total / Current 

Stage
Name:
Element:
Element:


